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ABSTRACT 
This document presents the design, implementation and evaluation of a Web Service 

framework. The framework intends to aid developers, security administrators and 

information security professionals to semi-automate the complex process of vulnerability 

discovery and exploitation over Web Service technologies. Design and implementation 

alternatives are discussed as well as the potential of reporting capabilities to provide 

integration with other tools. The framework was validated throughout three different 

testing environments. The main findings of this project is that extensible software 

capabilities combined with generic attack vectors might provide robust tools for security 

testing semi-automation in heterogeneous network environments. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The increasing complexity of real-world distributed applications has brought almost every 

medium to big sized organization to implement SOA technologies in order to solve 

multiple integration and flexibility issues on their daily basis operation. Web Services play 

a critical role on these implementations as they support emerging technologies on 

multiple industries such as financial, health, hydrocarbon, industrial control systems, 

government agencies and emergency response teams. Most recently, Web Services have 

spread even more supporting the way grid and cloud computing is being deployed. 

Because of the nature of these technologies and their role in business needs, data must be 

represented more thoroughly as a consequence of more sensitive information being 

manipulated whenever multiple systems are being connected to each other. In turn, 

securing this information properly should be a critical concern to software architects, 

programmers, network administrators, and of course end users. 

Being such a complex technology with so many objectives to fulfill, Web Service security 

must be taken into account with a particular approach. Most quality attributes often 

trade-off with one another, especially when it comes to integration, flexibility and 

availability, non-functional requirements that usually trade with security which in turn 

disadvantages confidentiality and integrity of business data and services. Web Service 

technologies are built on a set of XML-based protocol messages which are contained in 

SOAP envelopes (requests and responses) in order to transport information to essentially 

achieve service interaction. Consequently, the technology offers high level service 

abstractions to communicate heterogeneous systems thus requiring special security 

constrains which are not met with regular solutions such as SSL/TLS.  

Previous personal experience on Web Service penetration testing assessments showed 

that discovered vulnerabilities and attack vectors keep a close relation with service 



operations, descriptions and deployment procedures. So one of the major issues at 

performing a successful exploitation in Web Services based technologies is that it requires 

unique handcrafted discovery and exploitation techniques to be applied, making it difficult 

to automate and reproduce attacks. In addition, identified vulnerabilities were often 

found recurrently throughout programming styles and modules belonging to one specific 

application, therefore making it easier to focus on poor programming practices, design 

habits and techniques from a security perspective. Recent research (Eston, 2011) on this 

field has heightened the need for tools that can provide confident results in a manageable 

way. Current available tools lack for critical features needed to perform such testing: SSL 

support, proper manual request manipulation, Basic authentication capabilities and such. 

These issues will be studied and possible solutions will be discussed on this document. 

Different approaches can be taken into account to address these issues, especially at the 

time of discovering specific vulnerabilities; most Web Services are generated 

automatically based upon objects, classes and service descriptions so it could be possible 

to intervene this process by applying security heuristics (Zhao, 2009) or grammar based 

source code auditing. Such solutions have proven to be insufficient if applied with no 

other methods plus there are no guarantees of heuristic efficiency in heterogeneous 

environments. Analyzing EndPoint descriptions and fuzzing parameters (Fuzzware, 2009) 

might pose a better solution, however it’s often common to notice changes on service’s 

behavior only by having access to the server itself so it wouldn’t be feasible in black box 

application’s security assessment. Common web application penetration testing might be 

applied as well by testing protocol specific features, exploiting vulnerable software 

versions and attacking identified network flaws; these techniques have proven to be 

accurate, nonetheless they usually target the transport layer itself leaving the application 

layer aside.  

As penetration testing methodologies and experience suggests, a robust solution should 

implement the best of various techniques having always into account the highly specific 

exploitation processes required to carry on with a successful security test. Having these 

considerations in mind this project aims to design, implement and test a framework 

capable of providing generic attack modules as well as interfaces allowing users to easily 

write customized plug-in modules according to their business security needs while 

providing extensible reporting features in order to take advantage of attack patterns 

found in the testing stage. The framework could then be used by different types of 

stakeholders such as developers to learn from common mistakes and improve 

programming practices as well as security administrators to help in vulnerability 

management and compliance processes and penetration testers to easily produce 

accurate results on multiple networks. 



The design process was carried on after a process of recollecting Web Service definitions, 

standards, protocols, features and documentation. This project's main objective is to 

implement various interfaces and functionalities that may facilitate future development 

on specific attack vectors and techniques to be implemented. Design and 

implementations were done according to a iterative and incremental approach in which 

iterations, also called sprints, divide the implementation process into multiple short-term 

phases in order to learn from previous sprints and break the design into functionality 

groups to be implemented. 

 

Design decisions were taken according to a group of prioritized quality attributes and agile 

architecture methodologies resulting in a hub and spoke alike solution in which spokes 

(components) communicate through the hob (core). Such architecture advantage 

extensibility while providing a set of high abstraction interfaces to be used when 

developing attack plug-ins. Implementation was done by following the detailed 

architecture and through extensive testing in a few Web Service common deployed 

technologies.  

 

The verification and validation process used to test the framework's capabilities was done 

by setting up attack case scenarios and analyzing data results as well verifying attack 

methods against a few real-world production Web Service under controlled circumstances 

to latter validate results against standard Web Service specific penetration testing. Results 

obtained from this process shows there are failures in the comparing algorithms between 

test and attack requests. These algorithms may have to be revised and optimized to 

increase the framework's accuracy by implementing knowledge based algorithms allowing 

for grammar based querying and evaluation of logic prepositions. 

 

This document is divided into sections in which the project's context and importance is 

shown followed by the design decisions and implementation details that took place in the 

creation of the framework. Final conclusions and future development are discussed as 

well as to what lessons were learned and what improvements are there to be done. 
  



2 DESCRIPTION 

2.1  Objectives 
This project aims on successfully design and implement a multiplatform software tool for 

discovering and exploiting Web Service vulnerabilities in complex applications. It is 

intended mainly for security consultants and penetration testers yet providing enough 

functionality to be used by software developers and network security administrators. For 

this purpose there is a need for identifying and ranking of weaknesses and poor practices 

related to the development and security management processes when it comes to Web 

Services. These weaknesses should compel design decisions in order to propose accurate, 

useful solutions to Web Service's security issues. 

Research on Web Service technologies is to be done in order for design decisions to be 

driven by real world vulnerabilities and risks in an attempt to implement practical 

exploitation methods from theoretical vulnerabilities. The framework should then be 

capable of providing high-level abstraction interfaces for developing customized plug-in 

modules that respond to the highly specialized requirements of unique Web Service 

attacks. Design decisions and proof of concept modules and plug-ins should show real 

world impact on Web Service vulnerabilities that can be used by an attacker to obtain 

administrative privileges over sensitive business data. The framework's graphical user 

interface should be designed to be usable in order for the end user to execute fine grained 

operations over each target's EndPoints. There should also exist basic implemented 

reporting modules in order for the end user to count on comprehensive reports about 

what vulnerabilities have been discovered and relate requests and payloads sent to 

particular application's responses. The framework's report capabilities should aid in the 

process of exporting and importing in usable file formats with the purpose of integrating 

the tool's generated data with potential alternate tools of value to each stakeholder. 

Specific objectives include the creation of test environments in which the tool can be put 

to test in order to measure it's accuracy when discovering and exploiting software 

vulnerabilities. These environments should mimic attacking scenarios as well as real world 

controlled environments in which the framework is to be executed. Although the 

reporting modules are thought to be one of the main features of the project these 

attacking environments should measure the framework's core and modules algorithms in 

an objective, out-of-the-box way that may allow for improvements in future development. 

 

 



2.2 Background 
Previous research on security related topics has described Web Service attack vectors 

from a developer perspective and as a common test case for XML firewalls in the market 

rather than real world vulnerabilities and attacks. Additionally, Web Service-based 

applications can be built using a variety of frameworks, programming languages and 

techniques so there is a vast amount of information and testing to be done by the security 

community.  

Web Services were designed with built-in security protocols such as WS-Security applied 

to the SOAP layer as an effort to achieve integrity and confidentiality on HTTP messages 

by using mechanisms such as Kerberos authentication and X.509 protocols for mutual 

identification. These protocols use the XML Signature and XML Encryption features to 

protect against eavesdropping attacks. Unfortunately, many vulnerabilities take place in 

different layers of Web Services such as the weak authentication mechanisms provided by 

the HTTP protocol. Basic and NTML authentication provided by HTTP have demonstrated 

to  be some of the weakest points in web applications in the past with the common use of 

(Ochoa, 2010) Pass-The-Hash and Man-In-The-Middle techniques mainly over Windows 

networks. 

Few research has been published by the security community in terms of Web Service 

security rather than typical HTTP and SMTP application's attack vectors.  The WS-Security 

protocol was first introduced by (Microsoft MSDN, 2002) IBM, Microsoft and VeriSign on 

2002. Later, on 2004, version one of the standard was published by the OASIS Web Service 

Security Technical Community however, the published standard used technology specific 

security mechanisms and as Web Services are intended to increase integration between 

heterogeneous platforms and networks by means of flexibility, most of developers choose 

not to implement it nowadays.  

A representative amount of research was done into the security vulnerabilities and risks of 

the UDDI and DISCO protocols that were first designed to allow clients to easily found 

Web Services in centralized services. The UDDI protocol was included in the Web Services 

Interoperability standard as a solution for client-server acknowledgment, in which Web 

Services were supposed to use XML-based protocols in order to register and publish 

operations to the Internet (or closed network infrastructures). In January 2006 IBM, 

Microsoft and SAP closed their public UDDI servers as result of their low usage, at the 

moment Biztalk is commonly used for these purposes.  

This project is strongly oriented to the information security community where few 

research projects have published Web Service specific attack techniques and security 

vulnerabilities. Most Web Service security testing auditing tools are created to be used by 



developers, so these don't meet the requirements for proper security testing. Current 

tools available for security attacking usually implement web application's generic attack 

vectors and exploitation techniques such as XSS, SQL and LDAP injection and WSDL 

scanning and enumeration (Net-Square). Many attack vectors, such as XSS, are not 

representative in Web Service security as most Web Services are not created to be parsed 

by the end user's web client where the XSS exploitation takes place. This means that even 

if a Web Service prints out user supplied data in a reflected or persistent way it is still 

difficult for the attacker to get the Web Service's response directly to the client. Such 

attack methods will clearly depend on the type of technology being used by a particular 

Web Service, i.e. REST Web Services are more prone to this kind of attacks.  

More specific attack methods such as WS-Addressing and SOAPAction spoofing 

techniques have been implemented in the past yet a large part of security assessment's 

activities are done manually at the moment. Much of the research on Web Service 

security has been published lately specially by the update of the Web Service portion of 

the OWASP Testing Guide. (Eston, 2011) Researchers from Rapid7 published their 

research on Defcon 19 in which they include Web Service security and threat frameworks 

in the last version of the OWASP Testing Guide. 

The current Web Service security framework includes intelligence gathering through 

Internet resources (Google hacking, Windows's WCF, DISCO/UDDI, REST) followed by 

threat modeling and vulnerability analysis from the information gathered. Standard 

exploitation and post-exploitation techniques are thoroughly documented mainly by 

making use of some of the most representative research done by the WS-Attacks online 

organization. (Falkenberg, 2010) Created by researchers at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum in 

Germany security vulnerabilities are organized by security objectives, involved parties and 

Web Service components.   

Some of the mentioned vulnerabilities included in the WS-Attacks research are BPEL 

denial-of-service methods such as Instantiation flooding and coercive parsing, oversized 

SOAP envelope components, entity expansion and flooding and XPATH based denial-of-

service as well as exploitation methods like SOAPAction spoofing, data injections, WSDL 

spoofing and CDATA injection.  

Most of the documentation available show that there's no in-depth knowledge about 

vulnerable behavior and safe exploitation methods that can be put in practice in a semi-

automated way. 

  



2.3 Identifying the problem and its importance 
As a consequence of technology development in the last few years Web Services have 

become main components of distributed, mobile and pervasive applications with a strong 

focus on web technologies. Core business applications such as ERPs, CRMs and real-time 

business intelligence used by medium to large corporations have implemented Web 

Service technologies adding up new risks and attack vectors to sensitive applications used 

in finance, health, government and infrastructure organizations with real life impact on 

end users and costumers. 

Recent efforts for constructing real-time, optimized applications for aircraft fueling and 

monitoring systems, stock exchange communications, grid and cloud computing have 

implemented Web Service technologies in order to integrate heterogeneous network 

infrastructures with concurrent, high availability applications.  

The information security community has not kept up with these new brand of 

vulnerabilities, methodologies and tools leaving aside sensible components and exploit 

techniques in security assessments. Furthermore, developers haven't recognized the 

importance of security for Web Service components and their respective information 

exposure thus designing and implementing these without proper confidentiality and 

integrity considerations. Consequently, Web Service risk management is usually difficult 

due to misunderstanding of vulnerability's impact to businesses. 

Web Service components are usually designed to integrate business data with external or 

legacy systems providing direct access to sensible data from an attacker's perspective. Just 

as standard web application attack vector's can be applied to Web Services it is often 

found in penetration tests that authentication and authorization mechanisms as well as 

Web Application Firewalls and session management algorithms are not applied properly 

(if applied) to Web Service components facing the Internet from internal, security tight 

networks. 

Methodologies, guides, techniques and tools available for Web Service security 

assessment are mostly outdated or exceptionally theoretical which has turn Web Service's 

security into a black box for both penetration testers and developers. The need for 

updated tools, Web Service specific attack techniques and documentation has become 

relevant for today's security engagements which is the main object of this project. 

The design and implementation of an integral framework  for Web Service security would 

ultimately achieve the research and development of Web Service specific attack 

techniques and methodologies giving a deeper insight of security mechanisms and 

vulnerabilities used in some of the abovementioned applications. 



3 DESIGN AND SPECS 

3.1  Problem definition  
Web Service security vulnerabilities occur at these four different layers: 

� Transit: SOAP messages traveling through the network infrastructure are prone to 

data confidentiality and integrity loss either by exploiting network or SOAP routing 

protocols. 

� Engine: Web Service standards are implemented within the WS engine of server 

applications. These components run various parsing algorithms which are known 

to be prone to memory management and exhaustion vulnerabilities leading to 

denial-of-service and data corruption risks. 

� Deployment: Application servers specify variables in their configuration files and 

methods to apply access control lists to contents, indicate authentication 

mechanisms and manage unhandled exceptions that are not usually defined by 

default. These configurations are usually exploited by means of crawling, brute 

forcing and information retrieval through error generation respectively.  

� Code: Code level vulnerabilities reside in Web Services binaries, they are related to 

poor programming practices in which user supplied data isn't properly sanitized, 

precise authorization policies have been put in place, unsecure session 

management, etcetera that can be exploited to obtain remote arbitrary command 

execution over several application components.  

Whenever a business need requires an organization to develop software applications in 

which assorted systems and/or networks are involved it is common to include Web 

Service components to add flexibility and easily achieve integration. Security 

vulnerabilities take place throughout the process of designing and implementing the 

application to deployment and load testing due to lack of knowledge of technologies 

involved as well as secure security practices. 

Let alone the design of the application, different attack vectors are introduced in the 

implementation process where unsecure functions are implemented by failing to sanitize 

user supplied input concatenated with queries to other legacy systems. Code level 

vulnerabilities usually tend to result in several data like SQL, LDAP, XPATH, XML and HTML 

is injected and executed not only by legitimate systems but also by legitimate users in 

client-side exploitation.  

As much of these legacy systems feature operating system capabilities exploiting these 

vulnerabilities usually aims at remote arbitrary execution. Furthermore, insecure handling 

of data being processed by an application may led to the processor's data structures being 



manipulated as it is the case of stack and heap buffer overflows and security mechanism 

bypass such as stack cookies, ASLR and DEP/NX; unstable exploiting of these kind of 

vulnerabilities frequently leads to corruption of the process's execution flaw causing 

denial-of-service conditions. 

Developers are not usually aware of such security risks especially when implementing 

Web Service components as these are designed for system rather than user interaction. 

Truth is, Web Services can be accessed by common web proxies, developing tools and 

even regular web browsers adding a new security perspective to web applications. The 

OWASP Top 10 have ranged user code vulnerabilities to be the most common throughout 

web applications, Web Service security can be achieved once developers know the very 

nature of these vulnerabilities and may have the chance to test their code against data 

injection and manipulation attacks. 

Once the aforementioned components are developed they are usually deployed into 

various environments in which application servers and network configurations vary 

according to specific objectives. Though deployment configurations should change 

throughout say, development and production environments, Web Services are usually 

deployed having in mind they will only interact with other applications or specific clients. 

Consequently, typical vulnerabilities like error message handling not being properly 

configured led to information disclosure within messages that may contain physical paths, 

user names, software versions, detailed stack traces and content discovery raising an 

attacker's success probabilities in a targeted attack.  

Besides, application servers provide weak Basic and Digest HTTP authentication 

mechanisms that allow brute forcing attacks to be executed against web applications such 

as Web Services. Complete attacks are usually product of orchestrating the exploitation of 

different vulnerabilities, unfortunately most successful attacks are product of mixing 

information enumeration from deploy vulnerabilities with code level bugs. The engine and 

transit layers are technology dependant so messages are vulnerable to network routing 

attacks such as DNS, ARP or ICMP spoofing. 

Developers and administrators have failed to recognize the security risks posed by Web 

Services, penetration tests show common vulnerabilities like test forms access and file 

system disclosure, poor exception handling makes data injection easier as the attacker can 

recognize error messages from databases and such.   

When it comes to security management Web Services are usually a gray area as not much 

information is usually available for these components. Web Service security has become a 

matter of implementing SSL/TLS ciphered channels in order to guarantee confidentiality 

and integrity in the transit layer. However, Web Service vulnerabilities occur in the three 



other layers mentioned before,  XSD definitions for example, in which data syntax and 

semantics can be established, are often generated automatically by IDEs and application 

servers with few security concerns allowing attackers to inject any kind of data into 

multiple input parameters. Programming practices, deploy procedures and checklists 

actually fail to guarantee security in Web Service applications because of the lack of 

proper documentation and tools targeting Web Service security specific aspects. 

 

3.2 Specifications 
Taking into account today's penetration testing requirements and challenges, and given 

the high complexity of Web Service technologies and implemented services the solution 

here proposed should be able to: 

MANAGE PROJECTS 

Common Web Services provide multiple binding ports as well as EndPoints to be accessed, 

the framework should be able to manage (create, modify and delete) projects contained 

into a given workspace giving the user the ability to store and retrieve downloaded data as 

well as to organize the great amount of information regarding to Web Service security 

assessments, which are in turn based on WSDL files, technologies, bindings, port numbers, 

etc. 

LOAD AND PARSE WSDL FILES 

Given a user defined Web Service entry point, the framework should be capable of loading 

and parsing WSDL files according to the WSDL and XSD public specifications. Once loaded 

and parsed, the framework should then be able to respond to questions of interest such 

as what services are being published by a specific Web Service, what kind of port types 

and bindings are being used as well as which operations and messages are defined for a 

specific WSDL file. This information will then be used by modules and plug-ins in order to 

perform attacks, analyze responses and report to the end user. 

DEFINE APPLICATION SPECIFIC SETTINGS 

The user should be able to specify a Web Service's EndPoint to the framework settings in a 

detailed way allowing to indicate as much information as possible. Some of this 

information may include authentication type and credentials, whether SSL/TLS is being 

used and what kind of certificate should be in place. Other settings have been defined 

such as IP and port number as an alternative to more common URI definitions. Once the 

WSDL has been loaded and parsed the user should be able to tell the framework which 

binding will be used to perform attacks on; this feature simplifies the attacking process as 



this binding will be defined globally so plug-ins can focus on attacking fuzzable parameters 

rather than individually chosen operations to be attacked. 

REPORT 

As mentioned earlier in this document the framework should be able to tell the user 

whether a potential vulnerability has been found, where it's located and what requests 

were sent to discover it. This feature will later be used in a way report plug-ins can include 

user-defined criteria to their reports, i.e. vulnerability risk, plug-in results, debugging, 

verbose operations. As this project's scope involves developers and administrators as well 

as penetration testers reporting modules and plug-ins might state different verbosity 

levels in order to prioritize information according to each stakeholder's needs. 

INJECT 

One of the framework's main features is the capability of creating fuzzable requests by 

injecting different types of data through heterogeneous parameters and operations as 

well as binding types. Complex elements and WS protocols should be taken into account 

in such a way that Web Service specifics are hidden to the end user yet providing enough 

information for replay and analysis over any found vulnerabilities. The injection module 

should expose interfaces to facilitate plug-in development where  data specific injections 

are performed as well as analyzing in the form of request-response pair comparing.  

Plug-ins implemented in this phase of the project should provide proof of concept code in 

which the use and implementation of the interfaces provided by injection modules are 

used to add new functionality to the framework. Future development should implement 

knowledge based algorithms that can be queried to know true values for logic 

propositions adding robustness to comparing algorithms. 

TEST REQUESTS 

One of the framework's main concern is the ability to easily create and modify on-the-fly 

requests specified by the end user. Although the framework is designed to automate the 

process of discovering vulnerabilities it is not intended to replace the attacker, human 

intuition, experience and knowledge are the most precise when it comes to exploiting 

specific vulnerabilities. The framework should then be capable of parsing and sending 

such requests and printing responses back to the user for proper analysis. Most of the 

vulnerabilities found in penetration tests are usually found without the need of third-party 

tools. (Port Swigger, 2012) This feature has been widely implemented as it allows for 

arbitrary handcrafted requests to be sent to targets . 

 



FINGERPRINT 

Based upon an implemented knowledge base the framework should be able to fingerprint 

a given WSDL file. This includes checking protocol specific fields and flags, file formats, 

XSD definitions and such, such information is intended to give variable, consistent criteria 

to facilitate the fingerprinting process done by the attacker and the framework. This is 

also a way to test Web Services information disclosure as well as to know what kind of 

error messages to expect from specific data injection types. Most applications fail to 

configure error message handling properly which gives the attacker the advantage of non-

blind attacks. Framework's accuracy will be optimized as each Web Service layer holds a 

set of combinations, discussed earlier, showing different response patterns to any given 

attack.   

LOAD TESTING 

Due to business requirements on high availability over Web Service interfaces, one of the 

major concerns regarding security nowadays it's to keep services safe from denial of 

service attacks. Consequently, it is often required by business clients to carry on stress 

testing for different interfaces in order to estimate the number of transactions (given a 

period of time) the server would be able to handle, this process allows professionals to 

spot bottlenecks and set load balancing in a confident way.  

It would come to be quite useful if the framework had the ability to create and perform 

load testing by sending requests to different operations and comparing to some specific 

criteria such as response time, response size and bandwidth consumption, among others. 

 

These functional requirements represent the attack concepts behind the application's 

components. Though these algorithms make possible the creation of new plug-ins to be 

included in the framework the isolated execution of any of them usually won't lead to loss 

of confidentiality or integration. Only the combined execution of these algorithms is what 

usually results in successful attacks in real-world production environments. 

Though the functional requirements mentioned above constitute the framework's object 

they should also meet quality (non-functional) attribute criteria in order for the 

framework to be usable and understandable, the following non-functional have been 

prioritized from a utility tree: 

 

 



USABILITY 

One of the frameworks main objectives is to semi-automate the discovery and 

exploitation of a given Web Service. Although prior knowledge of Web Services is required 

to use the framework properly all user interfaces and features should be intuitive to the 

end user in a way that any stakeholder (developers, consulters or administrators) can 

easily learn how to configure, execute and analyze framework's inputs and outputs.  

The amount of time required for a user to properly configure framework's parameters and 

analyze outputs will depend directly on the Web Service's complexity and availability. 

Once the user can access the Web Service's definition files (being loaded by the 

framework) more or less parameters are required to be configured for different attack 

strategies. In turn, medium knowledge is required to properly configure and execute each 

one of the attack strategies that will be implemented.  

EXTENSIBILITY 

As some Web Services may require specific attack strategies depending on the security 

assessment's conditions the framework should be capable of being extended in a way 

that's not time-consuming for the end user. All functional requirements have been 

designed in a way new plug-ins can be implemented without basic Web Service 

interaction concerns.  

This way, future development of the tool could add functionality to it which makes it 

versatile to changes in technologies and specifications. The use of programming concepts 

as interfaces and inheritance can be used to clearly specify new plug-in and modules 

requirements in a simple way. Known mechanisms like file hierarchy definition can be 

used to include new plug-ins to be loaded into the framework's core. This way new plug-

ins can be copied to specific paths for inclusion and testing. 

With the reporting features provided by the tool new output descriptors can be added as 

well for say, creating test units for new plug-ins as well as executing them without the 

need of graphical user interfaces.  

PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY 

As mentioned before, Web Services are being deployed in heterogeneous environments 

that require different types of technologies to function. For this reason the framework 

should be capable of running on different platforms in order to be deployed on most 

network infrastructures. Some interpreted languages can be used for such task as the 

framework may be used in a portable way reducing the amount of requirements to be 

met for running it. Besides, as security consultants are the main stakeholders for this 



project it should be designed to comply with penetration testing methodologies, 

therefore, it should be strongly oriented to run on Unix based operative systems.  

 

Given these quality attributes and functional requirements and taking into account some 

of the main restrictions and constrains this project is bounded to the designed and 

implemented solution should, at least, be capable of correctly parsing WSDL files, 

implement basic definitions for extensible modules and plug-ins and provide the basics for 

reporting modules in order to be able to feedback the end user. As different stakeholders 

are being taken into account for these means, injection modules have priority over denial 

of service modules as these attacks can often be run without particular environment 

conditions. Injection modules pose a much higher risk to business entities, processes and 

information and are commonly product of poor programming practices rather than 

deployment configurations. 

As every network infrastructure might be treated as unique when attacking and securing 

Web Services there's a huge amount of testing data and analysis required to implement 

accurate pattern matching and knowledge based algorithms for different technologies. 

Depending on the amount of testing, data collection and research done, incomplete 

solutions might be accepted whenever proof of concept modules and plug-ins are 

implemented taking into account risk  prioritization for different modules as mentioned 

before. 

This project aims to implement proof of concept code used by plug-ins in order to send 

data specific payloads to operations and bindings. Acceptable solutions might be those 

that implement basic module classes that allow such plug-ins to implement specific 

vulnerability types. Special attention is given for algorithms created for comparing test 

and attacking requests, a large amount of research is needed for these to deduce 

accurately whenever some applications are vulnerable to specific attack methods. Due to 

time and information availability constrains, acceptable solutions should focus on core 

and module architectures and functionalities as these build basic interfaces and context 

requirements for plug-ins to extend the framework's functionality. 

 

3.3 Restrictions 
As this project proposes an integral Web Service security assessment tool and given the 

conditions on which this process is being carried on some important restrictions apply to 

the implemented final product. Technology dependant features and definitions require 

complex testing and research to be performed in which different aspects are included as 



protocol specifics, error messages and parameters, default configurations, deployment 

methods, application servers, among many others.  

Web Services were created as a set of XML technology standards to achieve integration 

between existent or future software components that may be developed in almost any 

modern language, platform, operative system and hardware characteristic standards and 

protocols. Web Service messages are transported through various protocols as HTTP, 

SMTP and FTP as SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) envelopes representing business 

entities, which are coded in XML, can reach destination traveling by virtually any state-full 

protocol. These messages respond to service details deployed in the form of WSDL files as 

shown in the following diagram: 

 

Web Service functionalities, so called methods, can be accessed through service's end 

points which are related to specific bindings. These service's behavior are bound to 

operations whose semantics are specified as message's parts and fault error messages. 

XML technologies, which all Web Service specifications use, compose a complex set of 

protocols and vendor specific parsers which change application's responses to sent 

requests. XML parsers use DOM and SAX parsing strategies, both suffering from different 

attack vectors mostly related to denial-of-service conditions. The XML specification 

involves namespaces that relate simple or complex entities which contain different data 



type attributes, sequences and choices. XML documents follow the XSD schema guidelines 

that use nested references to define documents which are navigated through XPATH and 

XQUERY languages, prone also to injection vulnerabilities. XML-Encryption and XML-

Signature protocols can be used by applications to increase the confidentiality and 

integrity of data being transported through network infrastructures. These messages are 

transported as SOAP messages composed of header and body components that are 

defined according to the SOAP version being used in current technologies.  

All these protocols and technologies change throughout application servers, Web Service 

engines and programming languages. Consequently, there is a massive amount of testing, 

data collection, fingerprinting and research necessary to discovery vulnerabilities 

accurately. Implemented plug-ins developed in the course of this project will depend on 

technology access, testing environment setups, attack methods and concepts. Moreover, 

this project aims at providing sample code for extensible plug-in functionalities that may 

allow developers to include data specific injections and Web Service attack techniques to 

the framework's features in the future.  

4 DESIGN PROCESS 
 

The planning of routine steps for the design process was carried on early stages of the 

project. An incremental and iterative approach was taken into account: These 

methodologies give an incremental build in which the relationship between iterations and 

increments was given due to module and plug-in priorities and requirements.  

Four main iterations had place in short portions of time in order to implement and test 

new requirements incrementally given their dependencies and those lessons learned from 

pervious cycles. In each of these iterations specific functionalities were planned, 

elaborated and constructed. Functional design was taken into account as well as component 

oriented design by taking a top-down strategy based on function decomposing yet relating these 

to specific framework objects.  

The first iteration aimed to construct the fundamental architectural model used by the 

whole framework in order to achieve defined quality attributes and to give support for 

implementing module and plug-in functionalities. A first approach to the overall 

architecture was defined by means of designing main components of the application as 

shown in the diagram:
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This component-connector diagram shows an overview of the system's components in a 

hub and spoke architecture. Each component is designed to attack each Web Service layer 

in order to provide comprehensive support for multiple vulnerabilities. The User Interface 

is shown here as the reporter module gives the ability to extend user interfaces.  

Required functionalities are grouped within several different components as described 

below: 

CORE: 

The core component manages all asynchronous calls received by modules and some of the 

plug-ins. It's main responsibility is to load and unload modules as requested according to 

the current attacking strategy having into account module dependencies and context. For 

this purpose the core is in charge of handling communications between different 

components as well as the user interface by implementing thread safety algorithms built 

into Python's API.  

REPORTER: 

The reporter component intends to manage all output generated by plug-ins and 

modules. This component it's designed to be easily extended by stakeholders to add 

support for future integration with other related tools in the process of security 

assessment as well as exporting reports to usable formats such as PDF, HTML and CSV. 

Different report levels might be of use to give the end user options to control report 

verbosity from plain informative messages to debug data. Python's logging facilities allow 

reporter modules to be used as a mean of communication between plug-ins and modules 

as well, different types of interfaces can be added to the framework by implementing 

plug-ins to be managed by modules. 

These plug-ins listen to emitted information coming from object instances in the 

framework which is later interpreted and handled to be sent to command-line, graphic 

and network user interfaces which allows the framework to be highly extended in future 

development.  

INJECTOR: 

The injector component will take care of all injection plug-ins. The data injection process 

can be abstracted as getting fuzzable parameters over different Web Service operations 

by exchanging information gathered by different components and modules. Later 

followed by a process of sending test requests to be compared with specific data injection 

attack responses, analyze responses according to given criteria and finally report. It will 



contain the algorithmic logic behind injections leaving specific  analysis and injection 

strings to the correspondent plug-ins.  

Depending on the type of Web Service being tested some of the standard HTTP/HTTPS 

attack vectors might apply for a defined attack strategy. All protocol specifics will be 

handled by this component in order to assign atomic responsibilities to contained 

injection plug-ins. 

AUDITOR: 

The auditor component will maintain the KB (Knowledge Base) in which specific injections 

and error messages are organized by Web Service technology in order for the plug-ins to 

send particular requests to the current binding and compare responses accordingly. The 

majority of the information manipulated by the auditor component will be a result of the 

testing and research procedures over different Web Service technologies such as Java, 

.Net and PHP language features, application servers and Web Service engines. One of the 

major features provided by the auditor plug-in will be to parse and analyze configuration 

files (often found in poorly deployed Web Services) such as web.config and Axis's servlets 

in search of common security vulnerabilities introduced by certain configuration 

parameters as well as connection strings, credentials and IP addresses often found for 

several services such as databases, FTP and SMTP servers. By taking advantage of the 

flexible reporting functionalities the auditor could parse this information and highlight it 

to be included in reports exported from the tool.  

Specific tags such as CustomErrors, EnableEventValidation and ConnectionString can be 

matched to XML documents using regular expressions in order to find sensitive plain-text 

data and credentials that could then be sent to the reporter module. .Net application keys 

and Java serialization as well as file system checksums can be used to safety load 

configuration data into working applications. 

MITM: 

The Man-In-The-Middle component is designed to load, manage and unload all Web 

Service MITM modules and plug-ins in an attempt to provide support for extensible attack 

functionalities over the OSI network stack layer. Some research has already been done by 

third parties over these attacks which exploits features, newly found vulnerabilities and 

default configurations over Web Service protocols such as WS-Route and WS-Addressing.  

Specific tags such as ReplyTo can be manipulated from SOAP messages in the header 

section. Changing message routes to final destinations may allow attackers to have read 



and write access to Web Service transactions therefore allowing to bypass authentication 

and authorization mechanisms, managing roles, users, price lists,  

This component should be strongly focused on packet manipulation and forwarding of 

messages in order to set the basics for future development over Web Service backdoors, 

SOAP envelope spoofing and sniffing, etc. 

FUZZER: 

The fuzzer component was introduced in the first stages of the framework's design as a 

way to provide extensibility for the whole system. Medium to large Web Services make 

use of specific complex data types and entities frequently, these kind of parameters are 

often manipulated by the Web Service's logic in manners that can thread a given system's 

security such as memory manipulation, heap-based data structures and parsing. Special 

requests should be constructed to fuzz these operations as well as to carry out denial-of-

service attacks. Future development might include utilities for handcrafted requests and 

response analysis that can be carried out by the fuzzer component. 

Once the main component architecture and package hierarchy was defined a set of 

utilities and tools were designed to provide global support for common operations such as 

WSDL parsing and workspace/project management which will be specified later on this 

document.  

4.1 Attack vectors 
At the beginning of this project different design decisions were made by taking into 

account some of the quality attributes as well as functional requirements defined before. 

Multiple attack vectors were researched for inclusion into the framework's attacking and 

auditing modules, some of them are presented here briefly. These are organized into the 

quality attribute they impact the most: 

 

AVAILABILITY:  

These attacks lie on the Web Service engine used by the application. Engines are vendor-

specific as they process SOAP requests by implementing current technology definitions 

and RFCs. (W3C, 2008) As the XML standard doesn't specify the size of XML tags parsing 

algorithms executed in the Web Service engine may suffer from multiple vulnerabilities 

related to memory exhaustion therefore disrupting of the application's behavior. 

 

 



1. XML Megatags:  

As SOAP messages arrive to the WebService's engine in use they will be parsed and 

an XML structure will be then sent to the application itself. At this point different 

types of vulnerabilities can take place depending on the XML parser used by the 

application. The basic attack consists of fuzzing different XML tags and elements to 

check whether on their attribute names or namespaces if one can overflow the 

buffer assigned for these elements which would cause the adjacent memory to the 

current variable to be overwritten, which in turn causes a buffer overflow. 

 

According to the XML specification this attack can be carried out using different 

techniques, i.e. all attributes are read before namespace prefix is declared to 

ensure no other namespace overwrites an attribute's namespace, an attacker can 

possibly take advantage of this behavior by adding a large amount of attributes 

into a given element. 

 

2. Recursive Payloads: 

XML files generated from WSDL specifications often use complex data structures in 

order for the business entities to be easier to represent as XML tags. One could try 

to create recursive and/or complex structured payloads to be sent as SOAP 

messages. This way the tree search algorithms running on the WebService engine 

might require large amounts of resources thus a denial-of-service. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY: 

 

Confidentiality guarantees no third parties would be able to have read access to data 

sent back and forth in a receptor-sender communication. Attacks to confidentiality 

often attempt to exploit OSI's Network layer by modifying the route by which data is 

sent thus having read and/or write access to it. Apart from standard network attacks 

such as replays, ARP/DNS/ICMP spoofing and relaying Web Services can be exploited by 

finding vulnerabilities in protocols such as WS-Routing and WS-Address.  

 

1. WS-Address spoofing 

The WS-Address standard allows clients to add routing information to SOAP 

messages in order to give them the ability to transit through complex 

environments. If an attacker could send SOAP messages with routing information 

containing the <ReplyTo> tag not needed traffic will arrive to a chosen target. This 

could be capitalized by producing denial-of-service scenarios as well as to have 

read access to a legitimate transaction.  



 

2. WS-Routing: 

(Frystyk, Thatte - Microsoft) WS-Routing was formerly known as the SOAP Routing 

Protocol SOAP-RP, it's a stateless protocol allowing a two-way SOAP message to 

travel through a set of intermediaries  to its ultimate receiver. The protocol defines 

reverse and forward routes in the envelope's header, if an attacker had access to 

any of the intermediaries or could somehow manipulate the SOAP header it would 

produce the same effects as the WS-Addressing spoofing attack. 

 

INTEGRITY: 

 

Data injection attacks usually attempt to somehow modify the purpose and internal 

logic of queries being sent to the application's components. These vulnerabilities exist as 

a consequence of insecure programming practices that fail to sanitize user input 

successfully thus allowing for special characters to be injected into legitimate query 

strings. An attacker can leverage these vulnerabilities to start a wide variety of attacks 

depending on the application's logic and technologies. 

 

1. SQL/XPATH/LDAP data injection 

Connections to legacy systems such as  databases, LDAP directories, operative 

system capabilities and such are usually found in enterprise Web Service-based 

applications to provide authentication, authorization, data retrieval and insertion, 

etc. Depending on the way the user's input is handled legitimate queries can be 

modified by an attacker to leverage different kinds of attacks ranging from 

enumeration from error messages to authentication/authorization bypass as well 

as data insertion and deletion. Special characters used in charsets in the process of 

constructing exploit payloads will depend on the type of data being injected, some 

of the special characters used include: ' (single quote), & (ampersand), / (slash), * 

(asterisk), - (hyphen), [ (bracket) as well as alphanumeric strings.  

 

2. Parameter tampering 

The parameter tampering technique might be used as well in the enumeration 

stage as the attacker will tamper with data being sent to the server and determine 

the application's behavior with respect to the response received. Web Services 

feature different mechanisms for error messages as faultcodes and faultstrings 

(child) that give detailed information about exceptions and tracebacks that can be 

used to design more accurate attack strategies with higher success probabilities. 

 



Moreover, alternative exploit and  post-exploitation techniques include some of the 

following: 

 

1. Web Service backdoors 

Nowadays Web Services are easily implemented in robust languages and 

frameworks and deployed into application servers. These programming languages 

provide operating system capabilities that can be easily compiled into binaries and 

deployed into an exploited server.  

 

It is a common practice for network administrators to assign ranges of ports for 

published Web Service so deploying backdoors in the form of Web Services would 

make it harder for an administrator to spot malicious operations and services 

running. Web Services are capable of interacting with SMB, DNS, LDAP or SQL 

servers, plus can travel through the HTTP, SMTP and FTP protocols that have been 

long used in pivoting, tunneling and port-forwarding techniques exposing a great 

attack surface over the target's network. 

 

2. Exploits 

Several vulnerabilities regarding to Web Service engines, application servers and 

XML parsers had been published before. Integer overflows, memory exhaustion, 

denial-of-service, data injection and information disclosure exploits could be 

implemented for certain software versions obtained from a variety of techniques 

ranging from banner grabbing to fingerprinting.  

 

3. Configuration file audit 

Once obtained access to an application server it is a common technique to review 

configuration files such as web.config or the AxisServlet servlet as they usually 

contain plaintext keys, passwords and other useful information for post-

exploitation. 

 

Taking into account required quality attributes different programming languages were 

studied such as Java, Python and Perl. This software is designed to be run as a stand-alone 

multi-platform application so different aspects were taken into account for language 

choosing such as Web Service support, data type. 

According to the information required by each plug-in family, the first iterations were 

focused on the design of common functionalities and framework's setup. By the end of 

the first cycle detailed designing was carried on by means of tools such as class diagrams 

for user interfaces and modules. In the early stages of the design process one of the first 



modules to be implemented was the configuration and parameter module represented in 

the next diagram: 
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In the preceding diagram basic interaction between modules and the user interface is 

shown  as well as basic utilities such as the workspace director. This class will handle all 

information regarding current workspace and projects within, the incremental-iterative 

approach allowed to focus on common functionalities being performed by a 

representative percentage of the classes that were implemented. Some of these 

functionalities include retrieving paths to files such as off-line WSDL, save and load 

configurations from previous sessions, locate and load reporting log files, among others.  

Additionally, the workspace director's instance is referenced to all other modules in order 

for them to have consistent information. As the loading process for modules and plug-ins 

is executed dynamically some actions are triggered by changing different global 

configurations such as the target's Binding it becomes relevant to control all workspace 

related requests by means of this class. 

As for the file system hierarchy, plug-ins are contained within the plugins packet. Each 

plug-in added should follow their respective module interfaces so that python modules 

(plug-ins) may be copied into proper directories for inclusion. For platform compatibility 

issues the workspace director is required to implement the operative system API for 

retrieval of information such as path separators and system variables (when applied). 

Most modules will need to call functions from the workspace director as it contains all 

loaded workspace and project paths which includes an off-line version of the WSDL 

descriptor for a given Web Service, a settings file that allows for project loading with 

persistent changes and the current reporter log. Project directories are created within the 

current workspace directory to facilitate the saving and loading of settings and WSDL 

descriptors. Furthermore, plug-ins could easily save relevant requests sent to the target's 

binding (requests that evidence vulnerabilities) and responses by making use of 

workspace director's functions. 

Following the addition of the workspace director to the framework the WSDLHelper was 

designed in order to have global support for WSDL loading and parsing, manage WSDL 

data structures such as Types, Messages, Bindings and Operations as well as to set the 

basics for WSDL fingerprinting.  

The WSDLHelper will ultimately receive the WSDL's URL following by the creation of 

several data structures for WSDL interpretation. According to the extensibility quality 

attribute described two main WSDL interpretations are created for extended support to 

future plug-ins. The former makes use of Web Service APIs enabling high server proxy 

interfaces to simplify the obtaining of methods, operations, messages and types. This 



representation of the WSDL descriptor can be navigated easily plus, it allows for dynamic 

calling of arbitrary operations.  

The latter interpretation uses DOM representations of all the elements contained within 

the WSDL descriptor. These abstracted objects allow for plug-ins to be able to recognize 

an element by its type, name, parent, WSDL descriptor, among others. This way, plug-ins 

can implement their own search algorithms when required and change legit parameters of 

the WSDL representation in order to send malformed requests to the target's binding. 

Let alone the detailed design of the configuration module, the WSDL helper and the 

workspace director, the only remaining component to set the basis for modules and plug-

ins development is the reporter module. This module will be loaded first in order to  have 

logging capabilities from the beginning of runtime.  

Several functionalities were implemented in the reporter favoring extensibility in a way 

new user interfaces can be added to the framework. This feature turns to be often useful 

according to the network environment in which an attack is being carried. Command-line 

interfaces may allow for running the framework in a victim's computer or through a 

victim's connection in post-exploitation methods like tunneling and pivoting.  

Furthermore, an attacker will usually look for an interactive session with the target as 

non-interactive command-line interfaces obtained usually by executing the cmd.exe or 

/bin/bash files after a successful arbitrary command execution won't work with interactive 

programs such as ftp, nslookup (interactive mode), su, etcetera. Many techniques have 

been documented on how to run an interactive program in non-interactive command 

shells, mostly by passing a list of commands to be executed by the program. 

Consequently, non-interactive user interfaces might be implemented by taking advantage 

of the extensibility features provided by the reporter module. The framework's 

extensibility has the potential to make the tool suitable for different kinds of 

environments and exploit development. 

Additional views and diagrams of the architecture were defined in the design process in 

order to show the framework's runtime and deployment behavior for future reference. 

Sequence diagrams are used to show concurrency and multi-threading such as the 

following: 
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This particular diagram shows the internals of module and plug-in loading. At first, when 

essential components such as core, reporter and workspace director are initialized, 

asynchronous loading of modules takes place in the core. Such behavior will be achieved 

by using thread pools, locks and semaphores in order to assign resources to modules for 

them to load plug-ins. 

Some entities have been generalized in the diagram such as Module and Plug-in in an 

effort to show abstract behavior of concrete module and plug-in instances. UML 

stereotypes were used in the sequence diagram to represent parallel loading of modules 

and plug-ins to give a better understanding of role segregation when it comes to the 

loading of modules by the core component and plug-ins by each module. 

Module and plug-in lifecycles will depend on the current attack strategy chosen by the 

end user. Special care is required for common operations such as reporting and 

information retrieval from some of the abovementioned utilities such as WSDL and 

workspace management which are represented in the diagram as functions in the core 

component such as checkWDLock() and checkLock() respectively.  

Once having designed the abovementioned components and functionalities the class 

diagram generated for the basic framework functionality is shown below: 
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While report extensibility features enrich plug-in command-line creation there should be 

a mechanism for easily creating widgets for GUI implemented modules and plug-ins. 

Dummy widgets have been used to generalize the injection plug-ins. These widgets 

contain a response text box, a list of plug-in payloads, check and exploit buttons and a 

status bar. Vulnerability discovery is performed by the check button while sending specific 

payloads to the global binding can be done with the exploit button. The status bar allows 

the plug-in to report small messages to the graphical user interface regarding their 

operations.  

By the second iteration the graphical user interface prototypes were created using menus 

described by XML files. The graphical user interface has been designed in a simple manner 

by adding all plug-in widgets into a Notebook widget container. This way plug-ins will only 

need to be registered in the notebook container to be added to the user interface.  

The design and implementation of the graphical user interfaces was supported by the designing 

the following use cases: 

Use case Create workspace ID UC-01 

Description 

Once the framework is running the File -> New (or Ctrl + N shortcut) allows the user to specify 

the path were the workspace is created. A new directory called fwWorkspace will be created 

within the path were projects will be saved. 

Entities 

workspace_director 

Preconditions 

 

Post-conditions 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Use case Create project ID UC-02 

Description 

In the GUI the user is presented with a menu toolbar in which the project management functions can be 

executed. In the Projects -> Create project menu the user will be queried to give the name and initial 

WSDL file related to the project.  

Entities 

WSDLHelper, workspace_director, configuration module and widget 

Preconditions 

The end-user will need to have created a workspace before in which projects are to be created as well. 

Post-conditions 

A directory is created under the current workspace file in which the settings.p and target.wsdl files will be 

created in order to have offline WSDL access as well as persistent changes in projects. 

 

Use case Run injection plug-in ID UC-03 

Description 

Once the user has loaded the current framework's workspace projects can be loaded in the menu toolbar 

(Load project). The user will be presented with the list of projects found in the current workspace, the 

user interface will load the selected project. Current projects must have defined the global binding in 

order for plug-ins to be run exhaustively. In the Injector notebook tab a list of loaded plug-ins is available 

for choosing. That plug-in widget will then be added to the actual notebook. The right handed pane 

contains a list of payloads available by the actual plug-in, the left handed pane will show Web Service 

responses and Execute button will check and send a chosen exploit payload. 

Entities 

WSDLHelper, workspace_director, configuration module, injection module, injection plug-in, core 

Preconditions 

The end-user will need to have created a workspace before in which projects are to be created as well. 

Post-conditions 

The user and the reporter module will get emitted messages from plug-ins recording the exploitation 

process. 

 



4.2 Design alternatives 
Multiple design alternatives were taken into account as different architectural styles suppose 

favoring one or another quality attributes. The framework's main architecture belongs to the Hub 

and Spoke family with the use of programming concepts to provide for extensibility. The 

framework's functionalities require to set different criteria to choose between architecture styles 

changing design decisions, component composability was specially taken into account as a high 

level of extensibility is needed. Component compatibility is also important as it will ensure well-

defined, standard interfaces are designed and implemented. 

The client-server architecture was also taken into account as it would allow for clients deployed in 

workstations to be used in pivoting attacks by downloading plug-ins from the server. This 

architecture provides a method for centralizing information emitted by plug-ins through different 

clients which could favor some of the attack techniques shown before, i.e. denial-of-service.  

Though, the client-server architecture would not favor the framework's evolution with respect to 

technologies, communication for multiple protocols such as SMTP, FTP and HTTP would have to be 

implemented and the clients would be limited as to how much information could be retrieved 

from the server. Nevertheless, a client could allow for binding Web Service backdoors to specific 

ports to be accessed through the server as well. These functionalities are discussed in this 

document as possible implementations to make in the future. 

One better alternative is the service bus architecture in which a core component handles 

asynchronous communication through multiple plug-ins. This architecture can be easily extended 

as well but all algorithmic complexity would be implemented in the plug-ins. Though a bus 

architecture favors  plug-in communication, parallel attacks could not be fully controlled and 

queues for different attack strategies might attain too long. 

The Hub and Spoke architecture on the other hand, provides enough latency times and favors high 

extensibility for the framework which becomes relevant as the types of technologies being the 

subject of this study evolve constantly over time. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation process consisted on a series of experimentation over language 

features, data structures and libraries. The project was developed in Eclipse SDK in 

combination with the PyDev plug-in which gives support for editing, compiling and 

debugging. Python's version 2.6 was chosen for compatibility reasons, many of the 

features granted by newer python versions aren't still widely deployed while version 2.6 is 

known to be installed by default in many OS distributions.  

This project was developed and tested in Linux debian-based distribution BackTrack 5 R1 

which contains a comprehensive amount of security tools installed (many of them 

implemented in python) so in turn encloses most of required libraries. The project is 



divided into core and ui main packages, each of these contain the framework's logic and 

graphical user interface respectively.  

The core packet contains the modules, plug-ins and utility packages as well as the Core 

component itself. Utility modules like the objectFactory were implemented along the 

developing process to give modules and plug-ins the ability to get instances of any other 

object or class by using the correspondent package path and name. This  allows for the 

core and modules to load and unload certain modules or plug-ins at a given time thus 

setting the basics for future development on attack strategies. 

5.1 Description 
As described in the design process the first components and modules were the 

configuration module, the Reporter component and the workspace director and 

WSDLHelper utilities. 

 

5.1.1  Workspace Director 
Taking into account the requirements set for the first iteration and in accordance to the 

design explained before in this document the workspace director was designed and 

implemented as a way to centralize all information regarding to current workspace and 

contained projects. Workspaces are created onto the machine's local file system as folders 

containing projects represented as folders as well. Each project has two main files:  

• settings.p -- associated file were configurations are saved and loaded through 

sessions 

• target.wsdl -- text file containing an offline version of the target's WSDL  

The workspace director object contains all the information regarding file's paths as well as 

global configuration parameters for an specific project such as IP, port number, whether 

SSL is in use or not, a URI to the WSDL file, type of authentication, username and 

password. The workspace director will ultimately load and save projects to disk for 

persistence and hold settings dictionaries to return pertinent information to other 

modules. 

5.1.2  WSDL Helper 
The WSDLHelper was designed and implemented as an object to parse, enumerate and 

retrieve information from WSDL files in usable formats for plug-ins, modules and widgets. 

Python's official SOAP library SOAPpy was used in the implementation of this module as it 

provides multiple functions and features to facilitate operations such as WSDL loading 

capabilities from various types of data passed as streams i.e. files, sockets and strings.  



By using the urllib2 library a connection is made to the URL set by the user from the 

graphical user interface in which a GET request is sent for the corresponding WSDL file. 

Once the WSDL structure has been parsed into an ElementTree structure from the lxml 

library a prototype fingerprinting function is executed. Few techniques are known to have 

high accuracy levels when fingerprinting Web Services, for now the resource extension is 

matched against regular expressions to determine the framework being used by the 

application. Other methods include banner grabbing from the HTTP packages as well as 

HTTP verb inspection which would increase the fingerprinting's process accuracy. 

WSDL files publish services in the service tag, these elements have name and port 

attributes that specify which binding is set for a particular service as well as it's address 

location. In turn, every binding is related to a portType element containing all operations 

available. Once the user has set a global binding the WSDLHelper object will load its 

operations with their respective messages. Message elements are identified with their 

name attributes to get all message parts which in time are used to create a syntax for the 

message. Such syntax defines an implicit semantic by further defining message parts as 

XSD simple or complex type elements, (W3C, 2001) different element types are defined in 

the WSDL specification as float, string, decimal, integer, byte, among others. 

Abovementioned information is stored as DOM elements that can be easily manipulated 

by plug-ins to retrieve information and create test and attack requests. The WSDLHelper 

module contains a WSDLTreeView class for future development in which the DOM 

ElementTree representing the WSDL file can be transformed into a TreeView element for 

graphic representation in the user interface. 

  



5.1.3  Logging facilities 
Python's logging API enables programmers to implement flexible event logging systems in 

a way every python module can include messages into an application's log. A logging 

facility consists of a Logger which will expose interfaces to other modules, a Handler 

whose role is to handle properly each log record arriving to the Logger as well as Filters 

and Formats in order for the log to be customizable as what volume and type of 

information is being recorded in a specific layout. 

Each logger can have multiple Handlers in order to send log records to multiple 

destinations, some of the standard handlers transform log messages to streams, files and 

watched files. In the latter the log file is being monitored for changes since the last 

message emition. In Unix-based operative systems log rotation is performed so it is 

convenient for the application to close the old file and reopen it as a new stream, these 

features can be used by the application though they are not intended for (Python) 

Windows operating system as logs are opened with exclusive locks on them. 

The Reporter module was implemented with some useful functions such as setLevel(), 

which allows to the user to set logger's verbosity. Log messages are organized in 

categories depending on their nature as shown in the table: 

Level  When it’s used  

DEBUG Detailed information, typically of interest only when 

diagnosing problems. 

INFO Confirmation that things are working as expected. 

WARNING An indication that something unexpected happened, 

or indicative of some problem in the near future 

(e.g. ‘disk space low’). The software is still working 

as expected. 

ERROR Due to a more serious problem, the software has 

not been able to perform some function. 



CRITICAL A serious error, indicating that the program itself 

may be unable to continue running. 

 

Setting a current level will work as throughput for log messages as they will be emitted by 

the handler whenever their associated level isn't higher than the current level. This allows 

for the user to control what kind of information is sent to reports in order to facilitate 

analysis. Thread safety for the Reporter module is to be controlled by the Core component 

using the signal and threading libraries, whenever a specific attack strategy is executed 

multiple plug-ins might be reporting at the same time so signals and semaphores are used. 

5.1.4  Graphical User Interface 
(GNOME Project - PyGTK, 2009) User interface leverages on the PyGTK 2.4 API. At first, it 

was implemented using standard Widget objects independently, throughout the project's 

iterations it was made clear that these kind of user interfaces are not easily maintained or 

extended and a second implementation took place. By using the UIManager widget user 

interfaces are defined as XML structures considerably reducing the amount of time taken 

to add new widgets to the user interface.  

The main widget used in the ui packet is the framework's notebook. Notebook widgets 

allow to group widgets in a usable way by organizing them into tabs and creating a status 

bar to report framework's state to the user. Initial implementations in the first project's 

iteration included a configuration and report modules widgets as shown in the following 

screenshots: 



 

 

 

In addition, the UIManager widget allows for a context-dependant toolbar to be set in 

which buttons can be enabled/disabled as well as created or destructed to highlight main 

functionalities at any given point of the framework's operation. The Reporter module's 

format has been defined as seen in the latter screenshot, when the framework is initiated 



the logging facility is first loaded to be able to handle all log messages coming from the 

GUI as well as the Core.  

5.1.5  Modules 
In early design iterations modules were created to aggregate plug-ins according to the 

quality attribute they impact the most. This approach was noticed to be too restrictive as 

several exploit techniques cannot be classified into such single abstract sets, rather 

modules were implemented as plug-in managers by plugging in (loading) and unplugging  

(unloading) plug-in instances received from the objectFactory, mentioned before. Besides, 

modules are used to add extensibility to the framework as one of its main guiding 

principles. 

Every module must implement the plugDefault function which is called by the Core once 

the module is instantiated. This way the module will start the loading of a generic 

configurable plug-in list. Modules have the responsibility to tell the Core which plug-ins 

are loaded at a given time and to load and unload according to resources given and/or 

Core commands. Moreover, modules can implement a comprehensive group of functions 

properly abstracted from common attack techniques. 

Data injection techniques, for example, can be abstracted into the following algorithm: 

� Acquire WSDL file 

� Perform WSDL scanning for target binding's operations 

� Enumerate input and output messages according to given operations 

� Send test requests to each operation according to the message's element type 

(default strings) 

� Send data injection payloads onto fuzzable parameters  

� Compare test and data injection responses for defined criteria: size, time, header, 

faultcode, etc. 

� Report 

Owing to the shown algorithm, the injection module could pack enough functionality and 

let plug-ins focus on specific activities according to their data injection type such as 

deducing fuzzable parameters, creating payloads, comparing responses and reporting, 

adding extensibility to the framework's capabilities for testing a variety of data injections. 

Special attention was put in the development of the injection module as the most 

common Web Service vulnerabilities take place by improper handling of user supplied 

data. Additionally, as most Web Service run through the HTTP protocol most of the top 

web vulnerabilities found on-the-wild apply to these kind of services. 



The OWASP project has released a list of the Top 10 (web) vulnerabilities several times. 

The last of these reports was published on April 19, 2010 as part of the OWASP security 

project. Although a huge amount of information is available online about this project's 

objectives and methods only results are shown below: 

ID Security vulnerabilities 

1 Injection 

2 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

3 Broken Authentication and Session 

Management 

4 Insecure Direct Object References 

5 Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) 

6 Security Misconfiguration 

7 Insecure Cryptographic Storage 

8 Failure to Restrict URL Access 

9 Insufficient Transport Layer Protection 

10 Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards 

(OWASP, 2010) 

These results have been obtained by common consensus on what web application 

vulnerabilities are the most critical. As several vulnerabilities included in the list are 

caused by poor security programming practices, modules and plug-ins to be implemented 

on the second sprint represented in component diagram CC-S1-FW were prioritized following 

such criteria. 

5.1.6  Plug-ins 
On the other hand, plug-ins are designed to deal with injection-specific logic and data 

allowing a particular plug-in to be instantiated only when needed and as long as it is 

required. Unfortunately, the SOAPpy  API's documentation is currently obsolete so a lot of 

functions and capabilities aren't completely accessible, the ZSI API was used instead in 

order to create a server's proxy which exposes multiple interfaces in order to call different 

methods, handle complex type elements, create typecode structures, etcetera. Plug-ins 

are then  able to slightly modify certain parameters on the SOAP envelope and HTTP flags 

in search of vulnerabilities enabling the possibility to implement other attack techniques 

such as namespace and SOAPAction spoofing. 

Each plug-in implements inherited methods from interfaces in which specific data 

operations are implemented. Among these functions plug-ins should implement three 

main algorithms: payload generation, comparing and reporting algorithms. The payload 

generation algorithm consist mainly on concatenating payload strings with special 

characters used in each particular injection. 



Plug-ins implemented by now include the OS and XSS injection as well as File Traversal. 

The following table shows payloads and special characters used in the abovementioned 

plug-ins. 

Plug-in Charset Payloads 

OSi > 

>> 

& 

&& 

| 

|| 

Ipconfig/ifconfig 

echo 

hostname 

net user/cat /etc/passwd 

dir/ls 

XSSi > 

< 

<!-- 

--> 

' 

) 

<script>alert()</script 

<img src='javascript:alert();' /> 

<script src='http://beefurl'></script> 

<img src="jav&#x09;ascript:alert('xss');"> 

<img src="jav&#x0a;ascript:alert('xss');"> 

<img src="jav&#x0d;ascript:alert('xss');"> 

FTi ../ 

..%2f 

..\\ 

%2e%2e/ 

..%252f 

%252e%252e/ 

/etc/passwd 

Login.php 

/config/config.php 

/config/config.inc 

/config/def_iniciales.php 

./{0] 

  

Some special cases need to be handled by each plug-in. The file traversal plug-in for 

example, will request for the current filename and attempt to retrieve its contents. This 

method is usually used for gathering information about the application's behavior, 

components and modules. The XSS injection plug-in on the other hand, could receive a 

URL corresponding to BeeF's agents; whether the vulnerability is reflected or persistent 

this method could allow an attacker to gain significant control over client browsers. 

The payload generation algorithms perform permutations between data structures 

containing special character sets and payload strings to be sent or reported. This 

mechanism restricts plug-ins possibilities to construct and manage payloads in a way that 

encoding is constricted to be inside special character sets. Furthermore, the response-

request comparing algorithm is called with a set of responses as parameter. These 

responses are obtained from sending the generated payloads to a binding.  

Several criteria could be taken into account for response comparing. The comparing 

process is performed by creating dictionary data structures containing responses from 



ordinary and payload injection requests. Such responses should be treated as packets as 

multiple Web Service layer variables are involved as follows: 

� Network layer: Multiple network layer variables could indicate the presence of an 

application's bug. Time-based techniques can be used in different data types and 

technologies (i.e. SQL injections) in order to set server-side delays and measure 

response trip time, which would indicate queries are actually being processed by 

the underlying component. Other techniques rely on variables like packet sizes as 

most applications use generic error responses, this could be capitalized by 

deducing error packet sizes in order to be able to tell between malformed and 

proper payloads sent. 

� Application layer: As most Web Services are deployed over the HTTP protocol 

specific variables could be taken into account as comparing criteria. Many 

applications modify HTTP response codes when unexpected input has been 

processed. (Request For Comments Networking Group, 1999) The HTTP protocol 

is particularly forthcoming with information taken from state codes as it defines 

accepted, created,  malformed, unauthorized and forbidden states among many 

other. 

� Code layer: Many variables can be used from code layer to identify errors and 

their nature. Fault messages are usually used as a way to transmit structured and 

detailed errors. In addition, insufficient error handling may include stack traces 

and default error messages in packets sent to clients, this is one of the most 

common vulnerabilities seen in Web Services allowing attackers to know specific 

details of the application's behavior. Though, generated error messages can vary 

for each Web Service and underlying component technologies so a great amount 

of data collection and fingerprinting needs to be performed. 

Current comparing algorithms rely on specific response error messages retrieved from 

responses in order to find previously known strings and responses. This comparing 

algorithm may not be suitable for in-door developed applications and could limit the 

framework's accuracy in the discovery of new vulnerabilities.  

Reporting functions may vary according to specific plug-ins, though every plug-in should 

send messages to the reporter component in order for it to be emitted properly by 

handlers. Plug-in specific handlers could define customized message levels in order for 

some information to be printed in any desired manner. 

The process between WSDL loading and plug-in reporting involves a large part of the 

framework's components and become quite complex as plug-ins are being loaded and 

unloaded dynamically and all dependencies have to be met for proper execution. The 



following diagram shows information flow between different components and python 

modules for better understanding of the injection process: 
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After the WSDL stream has been provided to the framework a Service Proxy will be 

created (as mentioned in the WSDLHelper description) which will expose interfaces to 

other python modules in order to organize the WSDL structure into trees and usable data 

structures. Such proxy will be used by the core in order to retrieve information regarding 

the current binding and operations which will be used by modules to format data in plug-

in usable format and data structures.  

5.2 Expected results 
This project will contribute to the understanding of several factors involved in Web Service 

vulnerabilities, it will provide evidence of how extensible architecture decisions may aid 

for the research and semi-automation of discovering and exploiting Web Services. 

Attacking modules are expected to expose high-level interfaces that will allow security 

professionals to test gathered data from previous testing. Reporting capabilities will 

facilitate integration between penetration testing applications and tools in order to 

perform thorough security assessments to business applications. 

Though current capabilities are limited, framework's extensibility will facilitate the growth 

of the framework in order for it to be used in a reliable way in production environments. 

Developers will be able to have a deeper understanding of vulnerabilities and their nature 

which will help decreasing the overall security exposure of implemented applications. The 

payload generation algorithms will provide such developers with specific details about 

how payloads are generated and what encoding and special characters are used to exploit 

a specific vulnerability, this could facilitate the hardening process through the discovery of 

vulnerabilities in different layers of applications. Though, the current implemented 

algorithms are expected to limit the framework's accuracy by showing either false-

positives or positive-negatives, this is due to a lack of test data and a proper fingerprinting 

process.  

Component architecture will allow for the framework to be extensible in its user interface 

as well letting future development to deploy the framework in diverse network 

environments in a reliable way. 

6 VALIDATION 

6.1 Methods 
Much of the information and techniques here documented and implemented into the 

framework stand for very specific security vulnerabilities relying on a set of common 

configurations at multiple layers. The process of validating the results was done through a 

set of tests: one which consists of a controlled environment in which multiple 



configurations were attacked in a laboratory, and a second one carried on in Web Service 

development and test environments from a financial organization as part of a black box 

Web Service security assessment and hardening process. 

The first set of tests was constructed by configuring different server environments as 

shown in the following table: 

Scenarios # OS Application server Framework 

1 Windows XP 

Professional SP 3 

Apache PHP 

2 Windows Server 

2003 Enterprise 

IIS .Net 

3 CentOS x86_64 Glassfish Java 

 

Each one of the mentioned scenarios allows to test specific configuration files and options 

with two main objectives: once the scenarios and Web Services are running they will be 

used as tool for data gathering and fingerprinting process, this will increase the 

framework's accuracy for future and current plug-ins. On the other hand, these scenarios 

will be used to carry out tests from the framework itself in which different Web Services 

implementation and configuration will be put to test in order to find weak points in the 

execution of payload generation and response-request comparing. 

6.2  Scenarios 
It is not uncommon for penetration testers to be limited with respect to the number of 

environments in which Web Service security can be thoroughly tested. Production 

environments or limited home grown solutions are usually used for researching on 

vulnerabilities thus constraining vulnerability analysis. 



Abovementioned environments require different software to be deployed and tested. The 

laboratory was setup as shown in the diagram:

 

For the first virtual environment the Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA) was 

implemented. The open source DVWA project implements web application vulnerabilities 

into a PHP application, some of these include brute forcing HTTP forms, CSRF, local file 

inclusion, reflected and persistent XSS, uploading malicious files and SQL injection. A 

recent extension, DVWS (Damn Vulnerable Web Services) was added to the project in 

which nusoap libraries were used in order to implement a few vulnerable functions. The 

following code snippet shows the OS command injection Web Service: 

  



 

<?php 
 
// Pull in the NuSOAP code 
require_once DVWA_WEB_PAGE_TO_ROOT.'dvwa/vulnerabilities/webservices/lib/nusoap.php'; 
 
// Create the server instance 
$server = new soap_server(); 
// Initialize WSDL support 
$server->configureWSDL('commandinjwsdl', 'urn:commandinjwsdl'); 
// Register the method to expose 
$server->register('commandinj',                // method name 
    array('name' => 'xsd:string'),        // input parameters 
    array('return' => 'xsd:string'),      // output parameters 
    'urn:commandinjwsdl',                      // namespace 
    'urn:commandinjwsdl#commandinj',                // soapaction 
    'rpc',                                // style 
    'encoded',                            // use 
    'Returns the results of a command'            // documentation 
); 
// Define the method as a PHP function 
function commandinj($command) { 
 exec($command, $output); 
 $results = ""; 
 while (list($key, $val) = each($output)):  
  $results = $results . $val; 
 endwhile; 
        return $results; 
} 
// Use the request to (try to) invoke the service 
$HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA = isset($HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA) ? $HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA : ''; 
$server->service($HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA); 
 
?> 

 

The commandinj function passes the $command variable input to PHP's exec() function 

which returns the operating system command's output. This is the most basic vulnerability 

for operating system command injection so it wouldn't be feasible for testing plug-in's 

payload generation algorithms. This function was manipulated in order to receive an IP as 

an argument to the ping command. Depending on the operative system on which the web 

application runs (actually depending on the command interpreter used) different methods 

can be applied to find OS command injections. 



The objective is to be able to run different commands besides the default ping run by the 

application. Once the IP has been supplied special characters are injected such as | (pipe) 

which redirects one command's output as the input of the one preceding. Two ampersand 

characters (&&) can be used as well as they are usually used to run commands in series. 

These criteria will be used by the OS injection modules to create Web Service payloads 

and test against this environment. 

Additional Web Service were created and tested by using the XSS and File Traversal plug-

ins as follows: 

//XSS injection 
<?php 
require_once('lib/nusoap.php'); 
$server = new soap_server(); 
$server->configureWSDL('xssinjwsdl', 'urn:xsswsdl'); 
$server->register('xssinj',                // method name 
    array('name' => 'xsd:string'),        // input parameters 
    array('return' => 'xsd:string'),      // output parameters 
    'urn:xssinjwsdl',                      // namespace 
    'urn:xssinjwsdl#commandinj',                // soapaction 
    'rpc',                                // style 
    'encoded',                            // use 
    'Returns the results of a command'            // documentation 
); 
function xssinj($command) { 
 return $command; 
} 
$HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA = isset($HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA) ? $HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA : ''; 
$server->service($HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA); 
 
?> 

 

  



//File Traversal vulnerable WS 
<?php 
require_once('lib/nusoap.php'); 
$server = new soap_server(); 
$server->configureWSDL('fsinjwsdl', 'urn:fswsdl'); 
$server->register('fsinj',                // method name 
    array('name' => 'xsd:string'),        // input parameters 
    array('return' => 'xsd:string'),      // output parameters 
    'urn:fsinjwsdl',                      // namespace 
    'urn:fsinjwsdl#commandinj',                // soapaction 
    'rpc',                                // style 
    'encoded',                            // use 
    'Returns the contents of a file'            // documentation 
); 
function fsinj($command) { 
 $handle = fopen($command, "r"); 
 $content = fread($handle, filesize($command)); 
 fclose($handle); 
 return $content; 
} 
$HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA = isset($HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA) ? $HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA : ''; 
$server->service($HTTP_RAW_POST_DATA); 
?> 

 

For this environment setup the WAMP server was installed in a fresh Windows XP SP3 

installation which includes Apache 2.2.22 – Mysql 5.5.24 – PHP 5.3.13 XDebug 2.1.2 XDC 

1.5 PhpMyadmin 3.4.10.1 SQLBuddy 1.3.3 webGrind 1.0. DVWA must be added to the 

virtual WWW directory defined in Apache's configuration file. DVWA web application 

comes disabled from being accessed by external IPs by default. Therefore, the .htaccess 

configuration file must be edited to allow the attacking machine to have access to the 

WSDL binding addresses. Changes to such file must be made in the <Limit> section by 

replacing the last line 'allow from 127.0.0.1' to 'allow from all' as shown in the screenshot 

below: 



 

Once external access is enabled the vulnerable WebServices can be accesed through the 

virtual path, i.e. /dvwa/webservices/webservices-standalone/ws-sqli.php for the SQL 

injection vulnerable WebService. In turn, the attacker has now access to the WSDL file 

finishing the initial setup of the environment. 



 

Verifications on this and other test scenarios was carried on manually by using the Burp 

suite toolkit in order to send handcrafted requests to Web Services and check for patterns 

in given responses.   

The remaining two scenarios were based mostly on testing environments for business 

applications in which penetration testing results were verified by using the framework. 

This type of testing allows for analyzing objectively framework's results as security testing 

has already been done manually. 

  



6.2 Validation  
Validation of the framework was done through a series of tests in which various 

configurations were modified, especially those concerning with error handling. The 

validation process was carried out by a two-stage approach in which functional operations 

and plug-in specific features were performed.  

The objective of the first stage of the validation process was to test for functional 

operations such as loading WSDL files, managing projects and workspaces and such. Once 

the scenarios were setup different workspaces and projects were created corresponding 

to each binding present in different WSDL files, the provided WSDL files are deployed in 

the mentioned scenarios and will represent ASMX, JWS and PHP Web Service 

technologies. According to the designed test bed three different WSDL files were given for 

each technology to the framework in order for it to load and create appropriate data 

structures, results are shown in the following table: 

Technology Web Service Loads Create 

structure 

ASMX http://www.webservicex.net/CurrencyConvertor.asmx No No 

 http://192.168.0.10/OScmd.asmx Yes No 

 http://xxx/Service1.asmx Yes Yes 

JWS http://sibor.safemls.net/axis/EchoHeaders.jws Yes No 

 http://192.168.0.7/Oscmd.jws Yes No 

 http://xxx/CotizadorMovil.jws No No 

PHP http://192.168.0.9/dvwa/webservices/webservices_standalone/ws-

osinj.php 

Yes Yes 

 http://192.168.0.9/dvwa/webservices/webservices_standalone/ws-

ftinj.php 

Yes Yes 

 http://192.168.0.9/dvwa/webservices/webservices_standalone/ws-

xss.php 

Yes Yes 

  

Above results show the framework's capabilities to load different types of technologies. 

These Web Services have all different configurations regarding to encoding used, 

protocols, message part's structures, etc. The criteria used to perform this validation 

consists first of loading the WSDL specification which requires access to the EndPoint as 

well as well-formed WSDL files and second to properly create data structures needed for 

plug-ins to retrieve information from the EndPoint.  

According to the results, access to the EndPoint does not guarantees the proper creation 

of data structures. This could be attributed by specific configurations of each Web Service, 

88% of the WSDL files given to the framework were loaded correctly with a 22% remaining 



because of network variables in which timeouts and network segmentation were the most 

common reasons for this behavior. 

As explained before, the framework should be able to create different types of data 

structures used by different modules. Two data structures should be created at minimum 

for the framework to work properly, a DOM-based structure and a high-level interface 

service proxy. This test validates both structures in order to find differences between 

them , 55.5% of the WSDL files given to the framework was not loaded correctly for two 

specific reasons: encoding and part types. Web Services use different types of encoding 

which is required in order for them to travel to different network environments. Even 

though, the Zolera Interface provides multiple encoding types that can be used to 

communicate with external Web Services. An algorithm is to be implemented in order to 

determine the encoding type being used by a specific Web Service and create requests 

and read responses in a proper way. On the other hand, part types are the basis of 

communication between operations as they make up the message structure used by each 

Web Service. Message parts can be simple (atomic) or complex elements in which the 

latter consists of a set of simple elements. Results of these stage of the validation show 

that the Zolera Interfaces as well as the SOAPpy API are currently supporting only 

complexType definitions. For this reason, a third data structure would be needed in which 

simple trees are to be represented, meanwhile only complex-type driven Web Services 

can be validated through the both data structures mentioned before.  

Java Web Services available for the validation process of this framework used only simple 

types because of a matter of coincidence which is why none of them were loaded properly 

(data structures). On the other hand, all PHP interfaces were loaded correctly, consequent 

stages of the validation process were applied only to these and ASMX interfaces. 

The next stage aimed to measure the algorithms specified in the implementation section 

corresponding to each developed plug-in. Such functions include payload generation, 

response-request comparing and reporting features. The latter wasn't validated as the 

reporter has already been tested in the preceding iterations of this study. 

The methodology followed for the validation of such algorithms was carried on by 

generating all possible payloads and, by applying changes to vulnerable Web Services, 

calculate individual accuracy for each of such payloads which in turn gives a notion of 

plug-ins accuracy. The set of all possible payloads used identifies 52 unique elements that 

correspond to the permutations of special characters and data injection strings. Only 15 of 

such payloads are encoded in some way which were generated by the File Traversal and 

XSS plug-ins.  



These payloads were given points according to the number of vulnerabilities each one 

exploited. Web Services had to be modified to avoid overlapping between payloads, case 

in which one specific payload exploits all vulnerabilities of a certain type (i.e. following the 

IP && commands syntax). Results showed the following facts: 

� Maximum number of points : 3  

� Minimum number of points:   0 

� Number of payloads with more than 2 points:  9 

� Number of payloads with at least one point: 38 

� Number of payloads with no points: 14 

� Number of false-positives: 32 

� Number of positive-negatives: 7 

Above results drive the following conclusions: 

• The 17% of the payloads of this sample was capable of exploiting some form of 

vulnerability within the XSS, OS or File Traversal categories. This percentage is 

distributed among the OS, File Traversal and XSS plug-ins in decreasing order which 

shows a dependency between plug-in accuracy and exploit complexity.  

• The number of false-positives corresponds to a 61% of the attacks, this shows a 

failure in the request-response mechanism in which very specific strings are parsed 

in responses, which explains also the low rate of positive-negatives for this set. The 

need for a more comprehensive comparing algorithm is emphasized in order to 

increase the framework's accuracy. 

• The implementation of a third structure capable of validating simple-type 

constructed Web Services will allow the framework to cover a wider variety of 

Web Services. A possible approach to such implementation should follow the 

server proxy logic in a way irrelevant information isn't taken into account to 

generate simpler DOM-object trees. 

  



7 CONCLUTIONS 

7.1 Discussion 
This project was done through a four months period in which four sprints were planned 

and executed. This document presents a review of the state of the art in Web Service 

security when it comes to the information security community as well as a brief summary 

of Web Services technologies, specifications, protocols and standards.  Afterwards, a top-

down approach was taken into as a way to guide design decisions based on the most 

relevant issues seen in Web Service penetration services nowadays.  Several attack 

methods were covered both technically and practically as well as different design 

alternatives and implementation methods. Plug-in and module implementation was 

prioritized according to the most frequent, higher risk vulnerabilities as stated in the last 

OWASP Top 10 report version. 

Finally, different implementation alternatives were considered and proposed for critical 

components and functionalities of the framework such as payload generation and 

request-response pair comparing. The results achieved emphasize the potential of generic 

interfaces for specific plug-in implementation (being possible because of the highly 

extensible core modules) and the "divide and conquer" approach for building 

comprehensive tools that may allow for research and semi-automation on evolutionary 

technologies such as Web Services. Currently, there are no tools available private nor 

public for general purpose attacks over Web Service components. However, it is expected 

for the security community to catch up with current technologies and security issues in 

corporate networks. 

The prototype developed currently features the following aspects: 

� Workspace and project management within the local OS file system. 

� Multiple Web Service settings formats and global bindings to be attacked. 

� Prototype fingerprinting functions for loaded Web Services based on file format 

scanning. 

� Proof of concept data injection plug-ins showing how operative system 

vulnerabilities might be found and exploited. 

� Level-based, user-controlled reporting capabilities (Handlers and Formats) for 

extensible exporting plug-ins. 

The main results of this study show extensible, portable frameworks can be taken  into 

real world vulnerable scenarios to help in the semi-automation and replication of the 

process of discovering and exploiting security issues within Web Service components. 

Furthermore, reporting capabilities and fine-grained operations  can aid consulters and 



developers to understand and remediate (or exploit) Web Service specific vulnerabilities 

instead of the most common HTTP exploit methods. 

The technical implementation of the framework as a stand-alone, multi-platform 

application allows for it to be used in assorted network environments. Nevertheless, in 

order for the tool to be successful comparing algorithms must regard a combination of 

multiple criteria for objective vulnerability finding. The results of this study provide 

promising insight into general purpose framework design, related determinants and 

missed perspectives in order for future development and optimization of the 

aforementioned comparing algorithms. 

The analysis of datasets and the massive amount of laboratory data collection required 

confirm the complexity of Web Service technologies. Refining the testing and validation 

techniques used would identify a wider variety of pattern behavior according to each 

technology and vendor specific products providing more insight to relevant variables and 

determinant mechanisms used in each one of these. 

The combination of several complementary techniques as well as empirical analysis 

constitutes of the greatest strengths of liable, consistent discovery and exploitation 

results. Regarding the shown examples above, some improvements are planned regarding 

the enhancement of the model correction of the request-response pair comparing 

algorithms by means of knowledge based implementations. 

7.2 Future research directions  
Future development of the tool should consider comparing algorithms to be priority as 

they are one of the central axis for accurate discovery of vulnerabilities. A viable, robust 

alternative to these algorithms might be the implementation of knowledge-based 

algorithms capable of being queried with logical prepositions regarding a combination of 

multiple variables and protocol aspects. This repository provides means for the 

information to be collected, organized and searched. Such information is meant to be 

knowledge-readable as data collected in the research process could be in the form of 

fingerprints, checksums and such.  

All these won't be possible without the refining of structured validation methods such as 

cross-system consistency checks in which data is compared in different systems and 

conditions for consistency. The current laboratory infrastructure could be used to plan 

and provide an automated testing method like the DVWA /DVWS applications that might 

aid the data collection and organization procedures.  

Additional plug-ins must be top priority for future development as they are the know-how 

of the framework, for this task simple-type XML entity support is required to be able to 



use the framework with heterogeneous technologies and variations according to vendor-

specific implementations.  
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